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Evidence is the core in civil trial and the truth needs evidence. A lawsuit begins 
with evidence collection. System construction of civil evidence-collecting mode 
reasonably is related to the function of the whole evidence system. With the further 
deepening of reform for the mode of the civil trial in our country, the party’s burden 
of providing proof is emphasized. But we don’t provide the effective corresponding 
safeguards against the right of evidence collection by parties. On the other side, we 
don’t definite the scope of evidence-collecting for the court reasonably, which caused 
the court had been doubted in the process of evidence-collecting. Our country has not 
founded the system of the civil evidence-collecting mode completely. So it is of 
practical significance to do some research on the system of evidence collection. 
This article is divided into four chapters in addition to preface and conclusion. 
The first chapter mainly discusses the basic scope of the civil evidence-collecting 
mode, starts from the meaning of evidence-collecting mode and extends the function 
of evidence-collecting mode, then gives an analysis about the subject of civil 
evidence-collecting and points that the relationship between parties and the court, and 
analyzes the object of civil evidence-collecting simply at the same time.  
The second chapter studies the similarities and differences of civil 
evidence-collecting mode by comparing the systems of the Two Law System 
countries and points out the benefits to us.  
The third chapter analyzes the present situation of the civil evidence-collecting 
mode including three aspects: the situation of legislation, the difficulties of 
evidence-collecting for parties and the argument about reserving or canceling the right 
of civil evidence-collecting for the court. And draw a conclusion that our country 
should establish a system of civil evidence-collecting mode as “parties dominant and 
the court assistant”.  
The forth chapter specifically presents system construction of civil 
evidence-collecting mode in China. Starts from redefining the basic principals of civil 















evidence-collecting mode by providing the effective corresponding safeguards against 
the right of civil evidence-collecting by parties and optimizing assistive functions of 
evidence-collecting for the court, lastly presents the specific rules of civil 
evidence-collecting.  
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